dexterity wms
"Dynamic Warehouse Management Systems for SME Businesses"

barcode benefits

Every industry has its own unique challenges in order to a provide fast, efficient and accurate service for their customers. We
can help by drawing on our many years experience of implementing warehouse management systems across many diverse
industry sectors. We've worked with many clients in various industries, delivering WMS systems to provide a comprehensive
and flexible software system to streamline their warehouse processes.
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Goods Receiving

barcode benefits

Dexterity WMS systems provide real-time solutions for the receipt of goods into the warehouse against Purchase Orders and
an optional module is available to manage and automate the receipt of Inbound Manifests (ASN’s) and Shipping Containers
spanning multiple PO's. The receiving process automates and validates the receipt of goods against purchase orders.

Dexterity WMS application software allows the user to manage the receipt of Incoming Goods in various ways with many
flexible options.
Streamlines & speeds up your goods in process
Automates Goods Receiving using mobile scanning terminals
Receive against Purchase Orders
Validates Items and quantities received against the Purchase
Order
Container Management
Combined Purchase Orders against a Container Record
Intelligently allocates products to the relevant Purchase Orders
Record Batch, Serial numbers, Expiry dates at point of receipt
Cross Dock functions to minimise double handling
Barcode scanning eliminates goods receiving errors
Label goods at point of receipt if required
Inventory is always accurate and up to date
Goods Receiving Options
Putaway Strategies: The Dexterity WMS software processes can guide the user to "putaway" the stock to the correct location.
Depending on your warehouse configuration and product strategy this could be direct to the pickface if empty or below a set
minimum level, nearest empty location or the product zone. This ensures that stock is always optimally located ready for
efficient order picking.
Container Management: Automate the receipt of containers and combined inbound deliveries, to enable their complete and
accurate receipt into the warehouse including the receipt of Inbound Manifests (ASN’s) and Shipping Containers spanning
multiple PO's.
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Order Pick& Despatch
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Order picking is automated by the Dexterity WMS system via the Dexterity WMS Order Management utility and the handheld
WiFi terminals. Dexterity WMS guides the picker to the correct location to pick the product lines for the order. Products are
scanned when picked and validated against the sales order or shipment. This eliminates incorrectly picked items and ensures
the customer receives an accurately picked order. Dexterity WMS system can also be integrated with your Carrier Software to
automatically produce the delivery tracking labels.
Accurate and Faster Order Picking
Guides the picker to the correct location to pick the stock
Barcode Scanning eliminates errors
Optimises the picking route to minimise travel time
Flexible Order Management & Picking methods
Prioritise and release orders by Carrier, Customer, Priority
Single Order, Collective and Consolidated picking
Use Pick Notes with Barcode or “Get Next Pick”
Streamlines & speeds up your order picking process
Pick & Deliver more orders with the same resource levels
Flexible Order Pack & Despatch methods
Pack by individual customer orders
Pack orders in groups for a carrier collection
Dexterity guides the packer to the location of the goods

Order Pick & Pack (Directed & Paperless Picking)
Dexterity WMS software supports system guided paperless order picking. To pick the orders or groups, a pick note can be
printed and the order number scanned to start the pick process, or, the picker can press “"Get Next Pick”" button on their
handheld device. The next order or group is then “sent” to the picker based on its priority and pick reference which is allocated
at point of order release. Both options can be used together to provide powerful tools to manage the warehouse workflow.
"It’s like having extra staff in the Warehouse" says Rick Collins, Operations Director at Vufold Ltd.
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Carrier Integration
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Dexterity WMS as been integrated with various carriers software to provide further automation to the despatch process. This
eliminates the need to “key in” the customer names and addresses to produce the tracking labels saving time and producing
flawless tracking and delivery labels every time.

As orders are picked and packed, the operator can enter the number of packages and the carrier and service to be used for
despatch. Dexterity WMS then informs the carrier software with the relevant information to book the shipment and print the
tracking labels.
The tracking labels can then be scanned as part of the Dexterity WMS system despatch process to record the tracking details
against the picking order to provide a complete audit trail and history.
• Seamless integration with carrier shipping software
• Automatically creates and prints shipping labels
• Scan to record carrier tracking details
• Complete traceability from picking to delivery
Dexterity integrates with many Carriers: FEDEX, TNT, DPD, DHL, UKMAIL, YODEL, UPS, INTERLINK, PARCELFORCE, DSV,
HERMES, TUFFNELLS, METAPACK, DX, AMAZON, PALLETWAYS, METAPACK.
Barcode-IT have also signed an agreement with Metapack to integrate Dexterity WMS with Metapack Manager to provide an
efficient and flexible solution for any business that needs flexible shipping methods to match customer demands, particularly
suited to ecommerce and fulfillment.

Automating the Despatch Process including Tracking Label Printing saves time and eliminates costly errors, incorrect
deliveries and customer returns.
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Barcode Driven
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The Dexterity WMS System works in real-time using handheld and truck mounted wireless barcode scanning terminals to drive
the warehouse operation. The warehouse operators are guided through all the warehouse processes via the display on the
device. The operator simply follows the instructions on the terminal to putaway, count stock, scan to pick & pack through to
despatch. The software and equipment is intuitive and easy to use meaning quick and efficient operations with minimal
training and knowledge of the products and the warehouse layout.
We work with the leading equipment handheld terminal, printer and wireless network manufacturers:

Compliance barcode labelling is becoming more common across all business sectors, although it is especially prominent for
FMCG businesses and anyone supplying into large superstores. Large companies have specific information that needs to be
incorporated on product labelling and is stored in uniquely generated barcodes.
Dexterity WMS uses GS1 compliant barcode standards and can also handle "complex barcodes" which contain multiple data,
e.g. SKU, Batch, Expiry Dates etc. This means one scan instead of many, thereby speeding up the transactions in the warehouse
even further. Flexible configuration of barcode handling sets Dexterity WMS apart from many other systems making the
warehouse operation even more efficient.
GS1 EAN Barcodes
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Other Key Processes
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Stocktaking

Dexterity WMS Features

Stocktakes can be a long and arduous process, often causing much of the warehouse
to focus solely on that single task resulting in lost time, overtime, and lost picking
time. With the Dexterity WMS system together with barcoding technology,
stocktaking becomes a simple process as locations and products can be quickly
scanned using WiFi handheld terminals with stock levels recorded and verified by the
system.
Works Orders & Bill of Materials (BOM)
The Works Order module in the Dexterity WMS system allows you to manage top level
items and sub-components. This could be a bundled sale item like a kit of parts, e.g. a
PC with base unit, mouse, screen and accessories, or a BOM for a manufactured item
with ingredients and sub-assemblies. Dexterity WMS software can manage and guide
the warehouse worker to pick the correct components for a Works Order or Kit
Assembly to ensure the right elements are delivered to the customer or issued to the
manufacturing facility.
Customer Returns
The Customer Returns function within Dexterity is used specifically to manage the
return of goods from customers.
When the goods are received at the warehouse this utility can be used to print a
customer return note (with barcode) which can be scanned to start the returns
process. This ensures the goods are verified against the return to make sure the
returned items are as agreed with the customer. There is also an option to flag
customer returned items as requiring “QC Approval” before being accepted as usable
stock for picking.
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